
Bondhus, Protanium and ProGuard are trademarks 
of Bondhus Corporation.

We have recently received three complaints from
Importers in Europe and Asia regarding Bondhus
products being sold into their territory from an
unknown/unauthorized source. We are still trying
to trace back these products in order to stop it.
Bondhus takes Parallel Importing very seriously.

Importer’s do not want to discover someone else
shipping Bondhus products into his territory (disrupt-
ing his market and stealing his business). Bondhus
has zero tolerance for anyone who ships product 
outside his assigned territory.

We ask our Importers to fully cooperate with us in
eliminating Parallel Imports. Please forward any
requests to you from people/businesses (from out-
side your territory), looking to source Bondhus. Also,
if you have any information regarding companies you
suspect of grey marketing Bondhus product, please
let me know.

Parallel Imports/Grey Market Goods
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Bondhus now o�ers the Metric Nut Driver set in a
7 piece, 6mm - 13mm option (Item No. 48496). Based
on a request from several Importers we have
expanded our Metric Nut Driver program to include
a set which includes the 13mm nut driver. In some
markets the 13mm nut dr iver is more popular than the
12mm. To satisfy this market need we took the current
metric set (48492) and replaced the 12mm nut 
driver with the 13mm (creating an additional set).

Your Importer Net Price on this new set is the SAME
as on the current 7 piece Metric Nut Driver set
(48492).

A new sales �yer on the Nut Driver program is now
available (see attached). This �yer is prepared in
InDesign and is available to you as a download.
Importers can easily edit the �le to meet local
requirements. Please contact Diana Maxwell at
dmaxwell@bondhus.com for downloading
instructions.

New Metric Nut Driver Set

Item No. 48496 - 7 Pcs 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13mm

®



Each socket bit utilizes an innovative design that allows the bit to flex instead of
break when high torque levels are applied. This innovative design, coupled with
Bondhus’ exclusive Protanium® AMERICAN steel, makes each bit up to 20%
stronger than competitor bits. These bits are designed to deliver ultra high
performance in even the toughest work environments.

These ProHold® Socket Bits are available as “bit only” for use in any 6 point
socket, without the need for set screws or roll pins. All Bondhus socket bits
carry a lifetime warranty and feature Bondhus’ proprietary ProGuard™ finish,
which offers five times more corrosion protection when compared to competitor
finishes. Available with or without sockets in standard and metric sizes, 
individually or in sets, 2” or 6” lengths.

ProHold® Socket Bits
Revolutionary bit backed by the quality
only Bondhus can provide.

Bondhus Corporation has expanded its' world class T-handle line 
to include 350mm straight hex tip tools. Only Bondhus T's offer
strength, comfort and enhanced grip by welding an ergonomically
designed, heavy duty handle to the blade, then dipping it in 
cushioning plastic, to reduce fatigue.

The offering includes:

Item # Size Qty/Pkg
16456    3mm             
16460    4mm               
16464    5mm               
16468    6mm             
16472    8mm  

350mm Long T-Handles

1
1
1
1
1

New T-handles

Bondhus has added two new 6 inch, straight Hex T-handles to 
our offering:

1. 7mm - Item number 15270
2. 9mm - Item number 15274
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High Torque Steel - Up to 20%
stronger than competition

World’s best corrosion
protection


